INTRODUCTION TO TISSUE-TO-TISSUE INTERFACES

A significant challenge in the field of tissue engineering is the simultaneous formation of multiple types of tissues and the functional assembly of these tissues into complex organ systems. This grand challenge holds special significance for orthopaedic regenerative medicine, as musculoskeletal motion is facilitated by synchronized interactions between many types of tissue and the seamless integration of bone with soft tissues such as tendons, ligaments or cartilage (Figure 1). These tissue-to-tissue interfaces are ubiquitous in the body and exhibit a gradient of structural and mechanical properties that serve a number of functions, from mediating load transfer between two distinct types of tissue to sustaining the heterotypic cellular communications required for interface function and homeostasis (Benjamin et al. 1986, Woo et al. 1988, Lu and Jiang 2006). These critical junctions are prone to injury and unfortunately, not re-established following standard surgical repair. Failure to regenerate the intricate tissue-to-tissue interface compromises graft stability and long term clinical outcome (Friedman et al. 1985, Robertson et al. 1986); Consequently, there exists an unmet demand for grafting systems for biological fixation or integrative repair of soft tissues.

Utilizing a combination of cells, growth factors and/or biomaterials, the principles of tissue engineering (Skalak 1988, Langer and Vacanti 1993) have been readily applied to the formation of a variety of connective tissues such as bone, cartilage, ligament or tendon in vitro and in vivo. More recently, the emphasis in the field of has shifted from tissue formation to tissue function (Butler et al. 2000), with a concentration on imparting biomimetic functionality to orthopaedic grafts and enabling their translation to the clinic. Presently, a significant barrier to clinical translation is how to achieve biological fixation or functional integration of the tissue engineered orthopaedic grafts, be it bone, ligaments or cartilage, either with each other and/or with the host environment. The nature of this interface tissue engineering challenge is rooted in the complexity of the musculoskeletal system and
the structural intricacy of both hard and soft tissues. These tissues, each with a distinct cellular population, must operate in unison to facilitate physiologic function and maintain tissue homeostasis. It is thus not surprising that the transition between various tissue types is characterized by a high level of heterogeneous structural organization that is crucial for joint function. For example, as shown in Figure 1, ligaments and tendons with direct insertions into bone exhibit a multi-tissue transition consisting of three distinct, yet continuous, regions of ligament, fibrocartilage, and bone (Cooper and Misol 1970, Benjamin et al. 1986, Wang et al. 2006). The fibrocartilage interface is further divided into non-calcified and calcified regions. In light of this complexity, functional tissue engineering must incorporate strategic biomimicry or a more selective design approach in order to regenerate the intricate tissue-to-tissue interface and ultimately, enable seamless graft integration and functional repair.

**Figure 1. Common Tissue-to-Tissue Interfaces.** Significant structural and compositional homology exist in orthopaedic tissue-to-tissue interfaces, namely the Tendon-Bone (Benjamin and Ralphs 1998), Muscle-Tendon(50), Cartilage-Bone (Hunziker et al. 2002), Ligament-Bone insertion site (Iwashashi et al. 2010). Regeneration of these complex junctions is essential for integrative soft tissue repair and treatment of massive, multi-tissue injuries prevalent in battlefield wounds.
MECHANISM OF INTERFACE REGENERATION

A fundamental question in interface tissue engineering is how distinct boundaries between different types of connective tissues are re-established post-injury. When tendon is re-sutured to its original attachment site, cellular organization resembling that of the native insertion have been observed \textit{in vivo} (Fujioka et al. 1998). It was also reported that while healing following ligament reconstruction does not lead to the re-establishment of the native insertion, a layer of interface-like tissue is formed within the bone tunnel (Rodeo et al. 1993, Grana et al. 1994, Blickenstaff et al. 1997). These observations collectively suggest that when trauma or surgical intervention results in non-physiologic exposure of normally segregated tissue types (e.g., bone or ligament), interactions between the resident cell populations in these tissues (e.g. osteoblasts in bone, fibroblasts in tendon, stem cells/progenitor cells in both tissues) are critical for initiating and directing the repair response that lead to the re-establishment of a fibrocartilage interface between soft tissue and bone. In 2006, Lu and Jiang (Lu and Jiang 2006) proposed a working hypothesis for interface regeneration, suggesting that osteoblast-fibroblast interactions mediate interface regeneration through heterotypic cellular interactions that can lead to phenotypic changes or trans-differentiation of osteoblasts and/or fibroblasts. These interactions may also induce the differentiation of stem cells or progenitor cells into fibrochondrocytes and thereby, promoting the regeneration of the fibrocartilage interface. This hypothesis has been validated using co-culture and tri-culture models of interface-relevant cell populations (Jiang et al. 2005, Wang et al. 2007). It was found that cellular interactions play a regulatory role in the induction of interface-specific markers in progenitor or stem cells, demonstrating the effects of heterotypic cellular interactions in regulating both the repair and maintenance of soft tissue-to-bone junctions.

INTERFACE STRUCTURE-FUNCTION RELATIONSHIP AND DESIGN INSPIRATION

From a structure-function perspective, the complex multi-tissue organization across the soft tissue-to-bone junction is inherently related to the nature and distribution of the mechanical stress experienced at the ligament-bone junction. It has been reported that matrix organization at soft tissue-to-bone transitions is optimized to sustain both tensile and compressive stresses.
Characterization studies (Bullough and Jagannath 1983, Benjamin et al. 1986, Woo et al. 1988, Oegema, Jr. and Thompson, Jr. 1992, Matyas et al. 1995, Ralphps et al. 1998, Thomopoulos et al. 2003, Spalazzi et al. 2004, Moffat et al. 2008) of the soft tissue-to-bone insertion have revealed remarkable organizational similarities between many tissue-to-tissue interfaces (Figure 1). They often consist of a multi-tissue, multi-cell transition, as well as exhibiting a controlled distribution of mineral content that, along with other structural parameters such as collagen fiber organization, result in a gradient of mechanical properties progressing from soft tissue to bone.

These observations have provided invaluable clues for the design of biomimetic scaffolds for engineering tissue-to-tissue interface. Specifically, a stratified or multi-phased scaffold will be essential for recapturing the multi-tissue organization observed at the soft tissue-to-bone interface. In order to minimize the formation of stress concentrations, the scaffold should exhibit phase-specific structural and mechanical properties, with a gradual increase in mechanical properties across the scaffold phases. To this end, introducing spatial control over mineral distribution on a stratified scaffold can impart controlled mechanical heterogeneity similar to that of the native interface. Compared to a homogenous structure, a scaffold with pre-designed, tissue-specific matrix inhomogeneity can better sustain and transmit the distribution of complex loads inherent at the multi-tissue interface. It is emphasized that while the scaffold is stratified, a key criteria is that these phases must be interconnected and pre-integrated with each other, thereby supporting the formation of distinct yet continuous multi-tissue regions. Furthermore, interactions between interface-relevant cells serve important functions in the formation, maintenance, and repair of interfacial tissue. Therefore, precise control over the spatial distribution of these cell populations is also critical for multi-tissue formation and interface regeneration. Consideration of these biomimetic parameters will collectively improve the design of stratified scaffolds optimized for promoting the formation and maintenance of controlled matrix heterogeneity and interface regeneration.

**BIOINSPIRED SCAFFOLD DESIGN FOR INTERFACE TISSUE ENGINEERING**

The multi-tissue transition from ligament to bone at the ACL-to-bone interface represents a significant challenge for functional interface tissue engineering. Inspired by the native interface, Spalazzi et al. pioneered the design of a tri-phasic scaffold (Figure 2) for the regeneration of the ACL-
to-bone interface (Spalazzi et al. 2006a, Spalazzi et al. 2006b). The scaffold consists of three continuous phases, each engineered for a specific tissue region of the interface: Phase A is a polymer fiber mesh for fibroblast culture and soft tissue formation, Phase B consists of polymer microspheres and is the interface region designed for fibrochondrocyte culture, and Phase C is comprised of sintered polymer-ceramic composite microspheres for bone formation (Lu et al. 2003). The scaffold is innovative in that it is in essence, a “single” scaffold system with three distinct yet continuous phases, designed to support the formation of the multi-tissue regions observed across the ligament-bone junction. To form the ligament, interface and bone regions, fibroblasts, chondrocytes and osteoblasts were seeded onto Phases A, B and C, respectively. Interactions between these cell types on the stratified scaffold have been evaluated in vitro (Spalazzi et al. 2006b) and in vivo (Spalazzi et al. 2006a). Extensive tissue infiltration and abundant matrix deposition with tissue continuity maintained established across scaffold phases. Interestingly, matrix production compensated for the decrease in mechanical properties accompanying scaffold degradation, and three continuous regions of ligament, interface and bone-like matrix was formed in vivo (Figure 2).

**Figure 2. Bioinspired Stratified Scaffold Design for Interface Tissue Engineering and Integrative Soft Tissue Repair**

In addition to stratified scaffolds, there is a tremendous interest in designing scaffolds with a gradient of properties (Harris et al. 2006, Singh et al. 2008, Chatterjee et al. 2011, Seidi et al. 2011). These novel scaffolds with either a compositional (Erisken et al. 2008, Singh et al. 2010,
Ramalingam et al. 2012) or chemical factor (Phillips et al. 2008, Li et al. 2009) gradient have the potential to address the need to recapitulate the complex transition of mechanical and chemical properties that are characteristic of tissue-to-tissue junctions, offering direct regional control and allowing for scaffold heterogeneity that mimic the complex native interface. More specifically, these scaffolds consist of a relatively gradual and continuous transition in either composition or structural organization, resulting in a linear gradient in mechanical properties. The primary advantage of the compositional gradient-based scaffolds resides in their ability to more closely mimic the native tissue-to-tissue interface. Current design challenges for engineering biomimetic gradients stems from a question of scale, in other words, how best to recapitulate the micro- to nano-scale gradients that have been reported at the tissue-to-tissue interface. Thus the stratified scaffold approach may represent a simpler approach, whereby a gradation of key compositional and functional properties is pre-established by focusing on forming specific tissue region of interest and pre-integrating these tissue regions through stratified design. Regardless, design parameters for interface regeneration must be prioritized and strategic biomimicry be adopted in functional interface scaffold design.

In addition to scaffold design, it is expected that cellular contributions will play a pivotal role in mediating the regeneration and homeostasis of the gradation of compositional and mechanical properties inherent at the interface. For example, using a cell-based approach, Ma et al. utilized cell self assembly to form bone-ligament-bone constructs by culturing engineered bone segments to ligament monolayers(Ma et al. 2009). Paxton et al. utilized a similar methodology with promising results when evaluating the use of a polymer ceramic composite and RGD peptide to engineer functional ligament-to-bone attachments(Paxton et al. 2009). Consequently, controlling cellular response via co-culture, tri-culture or growth factor distribution on the multi-phased scaffolds is a critical strategy to enable the development of local gradients on a physiologically relevant scale.

**SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS**

In the body, many soft tissues connect to bone through a multi-tissue interface populated by multiple cell types, which serve to minimize the formation of stress concentrations while enabling load transfer between soft and hard tissues. Given its functional significance, re-establishment of tissue-to-tissue interfaces is critical for the formation of multi-tissue systems as well as promoting
integrative tissue repair. The biomimetic interface tissue engineering approach described here is rooted in an in-depth understanding of the structure-function relationship at the tissue-to-tissue interface, and changes at this critical junction during prenatal and post-natal development. Investigations into the mechanism of interface regeneration have revealed the role of heterotypic cellular interactions in directing the formation, repair and maintenance of the tissue-to-tissue interface. Moreover, functional and integrative repair may be achieved by coupling both cell-based and scaffold-based approaches. The vast potential of stratified scaffold systems is evident as they are predesigned to support multi-tissue regeneration by mediating heterotypic cellular interactions, and can be further refined by incorporating well controlled compositional and growth factor gradients, as well as the use of biochemical and biomechanical stimulation to encourage tissue growth and maturation.

It is emphasized that interface tissue engineering will be instrumental for the *ex vivo* development and *in vivo* regeneration of integrated musculoskeletal tissue systems with biomimetic functionality; however there remains a number of challenges in this exciting area. These include the need for a greater understanding of the structure-function relationship existing at the native tissue-to-tissue interface as well as the mechanisms governing interface development and regeneration. Furthermore, the *in vivo* host environment and the precise effects of biological, chemical, and physical stimulation on interface regeneration must be thoroughly evaluated to enable the formation and homeostasis of the neo-interface. Physiologically relevant *in vivo* models are also needed to determine the clinical potential of the designed scaffolds.

In closing, it is anticipated that the successful regeneration of tissue-to-tissue interfaces through a bioinspired approach will promote integrative and functional tissue repair, as well as enable the clinical translation of tissue engineering technologies from bench to bedside. Moreover, by bridging distinct types of tissue, interface tissue engineering will be instrumental for the development of integrated musculoskeletal organ systems with biomimetic complexity and functionality.
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